
With the move to Enhanced Care there will be a number of 
changes that will impact a customer’s policy. Some of these 
changes will happen automatically, like Enhanced Accident 
Benefits (EAB) and Basic Vehicle Damage coverage (BVDC), on 

May 1, 2021. Other changes may need action from a 
customer, such as purchasing a new coverage like ICBC’s 
income top-up policy. How a customer is impacted by the shift 
to Enhanced Care will depend on the different products and 
coverages they have as part of their policy. 
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The income top-up policy (APV 435) is a new product 
created to address the needs of high income earners in B.C to 

cover themselves from potential wage loss that they would 
have been able to sue for in the past. This coverage will allow 
anyone to purchase additional coverage above the $100,000 
that is available through Enhanced Accident Benefits.

Communicating the benefits of the income top-up policy 
to customers that may be interested will be important as 

there will not be a provision. However, features of the 
policy have been designed to support the transition, 
such as:

• The policy term is 1 to 365 days, so the customer may 
choose an expiry date that matches their APV250 if 
they wish.

Changes to existing coverages

On May 1, 2021 all ICBC customers will automatically shift to 
Enhanced Care. Their policies will reflect the new Enhanced 
Accident Benefits, with new coverages and no overall limit to 
care and recovery benefits. In addition, vehicle damage will 

automatically move to Basic Vehicle Damage coverage (when 
not at fault) with no need for customers or brokers to 
complete any actions. Customers can rest assured that their 
injury and vehicle damage needs are covered. 

The shift to Enhanced Accident Benefits and Basic 
Vehicle Damage coverage will happen automatically in 

PolicyCenter on May 1, 2021. If a customer is in a crash 
from May 1, 2021 onwards, their Enhanced Accident 
Benefits and Basic Vehicle Damage coverage (if not at 
fault) will respond. 



Basic Off-highway Third Party Liability will be available for 
vehicles in rate classes 030 (e.g. golf carts), 100 (e.g. farm 
tractor) and 170 (e.g. industrial machines or forklifts).  This will 
provide an option for the customers who would be exposed to 
litigation risks as a result of the change to Basic Third Party 
Liability.
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Family World Wide Transportation in Roadside Plus 
Enhanced Accident Benefit will include up to $5000 per person 
for travel and accommodation to attend a person in critical 
care. This duplicates the Family World Wide Transportation 
benefit provided under Roadside Plus. 

Coverages no longer available

• Any new policy effective May 1, 2021 or later will no 
longer include Off-Highway Third-party Liability as 
part of Basic insurance.

• Any policy effective prior to May 1, 2021 that includes 

Basic Off-Highway Third Party Liability will remain 
until the expiry or cancellation of the policy. It will not 
be eligible for renewal after May 1, 2021.

• Customers cannot have both the Basic off-highway 
coverage and the Optional off-highway coverage at 
the same time. 

• XUMP cannot be added as of May 1, 2021. 
• If XUMP was added prior to May 1, 2021: 

• Customers will be covered under XUMP until 
their policy expires after May 1, 2021

• Customers can choose to remove the coverage 
via a policy change any time between May 1, 

2021 and the policy expiry date. 
• Renewal Reminders will not include XUMP because it is 

not available for renewal.

While Extension Underinsured Motorist Protection 
(XUMP) offers value to our customers today and UMP will 
continue to offer value under Enhanced Care, on May 1, 2021 
ICBC will no longer sell Extension Underinsured Motorist 

Protection, offering both XUMP to $5M and Enhanced Accident 
Benefits with no overall limit makes that level of XUMP 
unnecessary. UMP up to $1M will continue to be a part of 
Basic.  

• Roadside Plus coverage effective May 1, 2021 or later 
will not include Family Worldwide Transportation 
coverage.

• If Roadside Plus coverage is effective date is prior to 
May 1, 2021:

• Family Worldwide Transportation Coverage will 
remain part of Roadside Plus until the first 
expiry date on or after May 1, 2021, but will not 
be included for the renewal. 

• If Roadside Plus coverage is removed from the 
policy by the customer (for whatever reason) 
during the term that straddles May 1, and then 

added back on after May 1, it will not include 
Family Worldwide Transportation coverage.

New Products and Coverages 

Hit and Run is a new Optional coverage for those who do not 
purchase ICBC Collision. Hit and Run coverage is available 
to cover vehicle damage caused by a hit and run on a B.C. 
highway, subject to a $750 deductible.

• ICBC is offering a one time transition solution for 
customers as a one-time provision if a customer reports 
a valid hit and run claim after May 1, 2021 and they do 
not have collision coverage through ICBC or a private 
insurer.

• The provision will remain in place until April 30, 2022, 
and will apply only if the first post-May 1 renewal has not 
happened yet; this gives customers the opportunity to 
discuss their coverage options with their broker. 
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If I have a non-standard vehicle that 
currently has TPL coverage do I need to 
purchase a new policy?

Any policy effective prior to May 1, 2021 that 
includes Basic Off-Highway Third Party Liability will 

remain until the expiry or cancellation of the 
policy. It will not be eligible for renewal after May 
1, 2021.
Customers cannot have both the Basic off-highway 
coverage and the Optional off-highway coverage 
at the same time. 

What actions do customers need to take to 
ensure they are covered under Enhanced 
Care?

For most customers, there will be no need to do 
anything. The transition to Enhanced Care for the 
most part will be automatic. A small number of 
customers may consider purchasing income top-
up policy to provide additional protection. 

Customers who have questions about their policy 
should talk to their broker. 

Q1:

A:

Q2:

A:

Top Frequently Asked Questions

Why is ICBC no longer selling Extension 
Underinsured Motorist Protection?

With the extensive first party benefits offered 
under Enhanced Care, customers do not need to 
depend on the responsible driver having sufficient 

coverage to compensate for their injury and 
death-related losses. This coverage will be 
removed from all products including Owner’s 
Certificate of Insurance and Vehicle Licenses 
(APV250) and others. 

Q3:

A:

See what we’re sharing with our 

customers by visiting ICBC.com/2021

Looking to learn more about Enhanced Care
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Learn more about the Enhanced Care 

changes on Broker Connect

Have questions? Visit Autoplan Procedures

for more details 

http://www.icbc.com/2021
https://www.autoplan.icbc.com/Pages/Default.aspx
https://www.autoplan.icbc.com/autoplanprocedures/Pages/Default.aspx

